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FEST-SPAN - Your Partner for Future Business

Founded in 1990, expansion-oriented
FEST-SPAN GmbH has established suc-
cessfully in the European market as
efficient supplier for the apparatus
engineering industry, especially for
deep hole drilling and milling tasks.

Being very flexible, FEST-SPAN is spe-
cialised in manufacturing large parts
such as heat exchanger plates and
condenser bottoms with an individual
weight of up to 30 tons and dimen-
sions up to 8,000 x 5,000 mm. Our
CNC-machines allow e.g. deep holes
of 750 mm to be drilled with tolerances
of +/- 0.05 mm in true alignment. 

Our proximity to customers and capa-
bility of fulfilling special requirements
regarding material and execution of
parts gives you the guarantee of a
punctual and optimum delivery of the
workpiece.

Our workshops are favourably situated
as regards traffic facilities. Coming by
the motorways A4 and A45, you can
reach us from the motorway exit
Wenden in about 10 minutes. 



Our Workshops

On 1,200 m2 our modern workshop
shall contain machines and facilities for
boring workpieces with an individual
weight of up to 30 tons.

Parts with a diameter of max. 4,800
mm are machined on CNC jig boring
machines. In addition to new CNC
deep hole drilling machines capable of
drilling depths up to 1,000 mm with
highest surface qualities, FEST-SPAN
also has CNC travelling column milling
machines to machine workpieces with
dimensions up to 8,000 x 5,000 mm.

Programming of our CNC-machines is
done fast and cost-efficiently with the
help of our own software applications. 

As a completion of our performance
range, we also offer the execution of
turning works, water-jet and laser cutting.



Quality is our Speciality

High-quality products require an exact,
complete and reproducible quality
assurance.

We as manufacturer must therefore
choose the optimum production
method already during manufacturing
planning.

From the evaluation of the raw materi-
al and the continuous check of all
manufacturing tolerances until the deliv-
ery on schedule to our customer of a
workpiece which is also visually unob-
jectionable, our manufacturing proces-
ses are subject to a permanent quality
inspection.

Our quality management according to
DIN EN ISO 9001 is your guarantee
for a high-class machining.



The Production Range

FEST-SPAN manufactures according to
customer specifications or own calcula-
tions products such as heat exchanger
plates for the power station industry,
the chemical and petro-chemical indus-
try, the food industry, for fertilizer pro-
duction, oil coolers and other cooling
systems, as well as valve trays and filter
plates.

We machine steels from H II up to V 4A
(1.4571), non-ferrous metals, cast
iron, titanium and coated plates, haste
alloys, aluminium and plastics.

Possible dimensions are:
� individual weights up to 30 tons
� 8,000 x 5,000 mm CNC-machined
� drilling depth max. 1,000 mm
� workpiece inclination max. 30°

Drilling of inclined surfaces up to a max.
inclination of 30° is one of our additional
particular services.

On customer's demand, we are well pre-
pared to procure all materials for machin-
ing.



Service Orientation is our
Company Philosophy

As a special service, we offer an order
form already in the project planning
phase that considerably improves the
time-consuming enquiry processing.

Additionally, we offer an innovative
computer programme that enables you
to make a just-in-time calculation. The
user is guided stepwise through all sta-
tions of the enquiry with all necessary
information being asked and display-
ed. This programme contains FEST-
SPAN's entire calculation experience.

By clicking on a calculation button, the
user gets a binding price.

Subsequent changes of the mechanical
values (tolerances) or the choice of
alternative materials (from lists) influ-
encing the price can be easily included
by re-clicking the calculation button.
Together with the print, the customer
gets a binding quotation.

Prior to production start, we have the
possibility to check the customer's
requirements once again. With our
own software applications, our CNC-
machines can then be programmed
quickly and competitively.

FEST-SPAN GmbH
Mechanische Bearbeitung und Fertigung GmbH
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